Abstract-This paper studies the comparative tracking performance of the recursive least squares (RLS) and least mean square (LMS) algorithms for time-varying inputs, specifically for linearly chirped narrowband input signals in additive white Gaussian noise. It is shown that the structural differences in the implementation of the LMS and RLS weight updates produce regions where the LMS performance exceeds that of the RLS and other regions where the converse occurs. These regions are shown to be a function of the signal bandwidth and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). LMS is shown to place a notch in the signal band of the mean lag filter, thus reducing the lag error and improving the tracking performance. For the chirped signal, it is shown that this produces smaller tracking error for small SNR. For high SNR, there is a region of signal bandwidth for which RLS will provide lower error than LMS, but even for these high SNR inputs, LMS always provides superior performance for very narrowband signals.
Comparative Tracking Performance of the LMS and RLS Algorithms for Chirped Narrowband Signal Recovery
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE tracking behavior of adaptive filtering algorithms is a fundamental issue in defining their performance in nonstationary operating environments. It has been established [1] - [3] that adaptive algorithms that exhibit good convergence properties in stationary environments do not necessarily provide good tracking performance in a nonstationary environment because the convergence behavior of an adaptive filter is a transient phenomenon, whereas the tracking behavior is a steady-state property.
There are two fundamentally different nonstationary scenarios that have been previously analyzed. The first involves a time-varying system where the cross-correlation vector between the input signal to the adaptive filter and the desired response is time varying; the second involves a nonstationary input to the adaptive filter. The first case occurs in system identification applications and is analyzed in [1] , [2] , and [4] . The latter case occurs in adaptive equalization, signal recovery, and other applications and has been analyzed in [3] , [5] , and [6] for the least mean square (LMS) and the recursive least squares (RLS) adaptive algorithms for the specific case of a deterministic chirped signal input to an adaptive prediction filter. This signal model provides a constant nonstationarity that is useful in separating the convergence and tracking behavior. The results show that LMS usually provides better tracking behavior than exponentially weighted RLS for linearly chirped sinusoids in additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). This behavior is because LMS is model independent, whereas RLS must employ a model of the data correlation matrix (such as an exponential weighting), which may not match the characteristics of the input signals. It is further shown in [7] that superior tracking performance is obtained by RLS if the extended RLS (ERLS) algorithm with a time-varying state transition matrix is used. For chirped inputs, the ERLS implementation estimates the chirp rate from the data and uses it thereafter in the adaptive update equations [7] . Nevertheless the exponentially weighted RLS algorithm is frequently employed in practical systems due to its computational simplicity compared with ERLS and because, in many scenarios, an accurate state-space model is not available. Consequently, a comparison of the tracking performance of the LMS and the exponentially weighted RLS algorithm remains an important issue.
The tracking behavior of the RLS adaptive filter was extended to include stochastic narrowband input signals in [8] . The signal bandwidth is shown to be an important parameter in optimizing the RLS filter performance [8] . This paper extends the analysis in [3] , [5] , [6] , and [8] to define the tracking performance of the LMS adaptive algorithm for narrowband stochastic input signals using the same signal model used in [8] . This will allow the comparative performance of the LMS and RLS algorithms to be defined for a broader class of input signals and to determine the effects of signal bandwidth on the tracking performance. This is shown to provide a number of interesting results for the adaptive signal recovery application.
The structural differences in the LMS and RLS weights updates are shown to produce regions where the LMS performance exceeds that of the RLS and vice versa. These regions are functions of the signal bandwidth and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). LMS is shown to place a notch in the signal band of the mean lag filter, thus reducing the lag error and improving the tracking 1053-587X/02$17.00 © 2002 IEEE performance. The optimal adaptation constant for both LMS and RLS with chirped narrowband inputs is shown to yield a lag misadjustment error that is half the noise misadjustment error, which is identical to previous results for deterministic inputs [3] , [5] . This is in contrast to the result obtained for systems with time-varying coefficients [4] , where optimal tracking occurs when the lag and noise misadjustment are equal.
II. LMS ALGORITHM
In order to facilitate the steady-state tracking performance comparison between the LMS and RLS algorithms for a chirped narrowband signal in AWGN, the problem introduction, the chirped narrowband signal model, the optimum predictor, and notations used in this paper will be the same as described in [8] , where the steady-state tracking performance of the RLS algorithm is studied and contrasted with the results in [3] . To complete the comparisons, we adopt the notational conventions in the previous studies [3] , [5] , [6] , and [8] .
The LMS adaptive one-step forward predictor is summarized by the following filter output and weight update equations. The filter output is given by (1) and the weight update equation is (2) The LMS algorithm uses the instantaneous estimate of the input correlation ( ) and cross correlation ( ) to update the filter weights [2] .
The LMS weight update equation is used to decompose the weight error into a mean and a fluctuation component. The difference between the LMS weights and the optimum Wiener weights is [5] (3)
The adaptive filter output misadjustment is defined as (4) The LMS filter weight update equation can be rewritten as (5) where the desired signal in this case is equal to . Subtracting from both sides yields (6) where is the change in the optimum weight vector at successive iteration (7) is a diagonal matrix given by (8) and is the chirp matrix, is the signal direction vector as defined in [8] diag (9) (10) where is the chirp rate, and , defines the initial center frequency of the spectrum. The predictor error when using the optimum weights is (11) Employing the same assumptions utilized in [5] that is a sequence of independent vectors, it follows that the optimum prediction error is uncorrelated with the input, i.e., (12) and thus, the noise and lag weight errors are independent. Since the weight error update equation is linear, it can be decomposed into the constituent terms (13) consisting of a noise weight error vector and a lag weight error vector with the following update equations:
Similar to the analysis for the RLS algorithm [8] , the lag weight error can be further decomposed into a mean component and a fluctuation component . It will be shown that under the "slow adaptation" condition employed in [3] and [5] , the misadjustment from the lag fluctuation is small compared with the mean lag component. Thus, the filter can be viewed as three independent filters, consisting of a Wiener filter, noise filter, and lag filter component. The output misadjustment therefore consists of the noise, mean lag, and lag fluctuation misadjustment (16) where is the input autocorrelation matrix, which can be written as [8] ( 17) and (18) where is the input SNR. To make further comparisons, we will now define a normalized adaptation constant for the LMS to remove the units of power (19) In the following derivation of the misadjustment, we will assume the same "slow chirping" and "slow adaptation" assumption as used in [3] and [5] , i.e.,
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A. Noise Misadjustment
Since the noise and lag components are uncorrelated, they can be evaluated separately. The noise weight error update in (14) is the same as the stationary results [2] . The steady-state ( ) noise misadjustment is (22) when (23) to assure the convergence in the mean squared sense, where is the largest of all the eigenvalues of the input correlation matrix , , . By noting that Tr , it can be seen that this condition is easily satisfied through the slow adaptation assumption, i.e., Tr .
B. Mean Lag Misadjustment
The lag misadjustment is composed of two parts: the mean lag and the lag fluctuation. 
where (30) is the normalized lag misadjustment of LMS for a chirped process. In (30), is the autocorrelation matrix of the corresponding stationary input process [8] . Note that has the units of power and is independent of the chirp rate under the slow chirp condition since the diagonal matrix is linear with respect to with elements , .
C. Lag Fluctuation Misadjustment
In this section, it is shown that the misadjustment caused by the lag fluctuation is small compared with the mean lag misadjustment. The lag fluctuation misadjustment is given by By the "slow adaptation" assumption (21), i.e., Tr , the above ratio is much smaller than unity. Thus, the lag fluctuation can be neglected. This is similar in form to the solution for the chirped sinusoid problem [5] .
D. Optimum Normalized Adaptation Constant
Using the previous results for the noise and lag misadjustment, the normalized adaptation constant defined in (19) can be optimized to minimize the filter misadjustment. The total misadjustment is given by (40)
When
, the misadjustment has the same form as the RLS algorithm defined in [8] . Solving for the minimum with respect to , the optimum normalized adaptation constant is
The optimum misadjustment is (42) This has the same form as the RLS result derived in [8] . In both cases, the lag misadjustment is equal to half the noise misadjustment. The main results obtained for the optimal normalized adaptation constants and misadjustment noise for the LMS algorithm obtained above and the RLS algorithm in [8] are summarized in Table I . It is evident from Table I that the main difference in performance between the LMS and RLS algorithms will be defined by the differences in and . These terms define the properties of the weight update structure of each algorithm. The performance differences that result will be evaluated later for the chirped AR1 signal model.
III. COMPARATIVE TRACKING PERFORMANCE OF THE LMS AND RLS ALGORITHMS FOR A CHIRPED AR1 SIGNAL IN NOISE
To illustrate the performance differences between the LMS and RLS algorithms for a chirped nonzero bandwidth signal in AWGN, the results obtained previously are applied to a chirped AR1 process embedded in AWGN [8] . The AR1 process can be used to model many narrowband signals such as binary phaseshift keying (BPSK), as discussed in [8] and [9] .
As shown in [8] for RLS and (6) for LMS, in the ALE configuration, the weight error vector of the LMS and RLS algorithms is given by
where is the RLS estimate of the input correlation matrix using an exponentially weighted estimate with weighting parameter . The first term summarizes the form of the update of the algorithm. The second term gives the adaptation noise error. The last term gives the lag error. The major difference is that the RLS algorithm decorrelates the input using . For the LMS algorithm, however, the weight error update uses successive updates to subtract components of the signal from the weight error. In the RLS algorithm, assuming that , the previous weight is merely scaled. The weight error update (43) is general and not specific to a particular signal model. The fundamental difference between the LMS and RLS algorithms with respect to their tracking performance can be described by evaluating the mean weight error vectors of the two algorithms. This is obtained by examining the expected value of (43). Using the definition of the predictor error in (11), the mean of is zero. For the LMS algorithm, the steady-state solution to the first-order stochastic difference equation is . The RLS solution was obtained in [8] , where it was shown that for the slow chirp assumption,
, and the weight difference of the RLS algorithm is thus . The optimum weight difference vector is defined by (7); thus, the mean weight error vectors for the LMS and RLS algorithms are given by LMS RLS.
(44) The only major difference is the multiplication by in the LMS mean lag weight. The effect of this on the lag misadjustment is illustrated by decomposing as (45) where . Under the slow chirp condition ( ), is essentially the normalized correlation matrix of a stationary signal with initial frequency .
To illustrate the effects of on the filter performance, we can expand using its eigencomponents (46) where are eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors of the signal correlation matrix . Since the eigenvectors are orthonormal (47) From (47), it is easy to see that the essentially subtracts components of the signal from the output. This has the effect of putting a notch in the signal band of the mean lag filter, as will be illustrated later.
The differences exhibited by the mean lag in the LMS and RLS algorithm defined in (44) are best illustrated by a plot of the adaptive filter transfer function. Fig. 1 and [8, Fig. 8 ], respectively, plot the components of the filter transfer function at three normalized adaptation constants for the LMS and RLS algorithms. The normalized adaptation constants are chosen to compare the effect of the notch at the optimal normalized adaptation constant defined by (41) and normalized adaptation constant of and . Both the mean filter transfer function and the lag filter transfer function are shown. Note that the difference in the lag filter transfer function of the LMS and RLS algorithms results from the effects of shown in (47). This produces a notching effect around the signal spectrum for the LMS algorithm that is not present in the RLS algorithm. Fig. 2 and [8, Fig. 9 ], respectively, plot the output misadjustment of the LMS and RLS algorithms above their respective optimum adaptation constant with parameter values , , , , and for both stationary and chirped input signals. The vertical lines indicate the standard deviation ( ) about the simulated results. It can be seen that near the optimum, the experimental results agree closely with the analytical results. When , the filter tracks the chirped signal with negligible lag error, and the error output is predominately noise misadjustment. Consequently, the output misadjustments for chirped and stationary AR1 inputs are almost identical. When , the LMS does not track the chirped signal well, and the output error caused by the lag misadjustment dominates the performance. As a consequence, the difference between output error for the chirped and stationary AR1 inputs increases exponentially as . The analytical results for the region where the slow chirp assumption is not valid are obtained numerically. Note that the simulation results indicate less misadjustment than the analysis predicts. These trends were also observed for the RLS algorithm in [8] .
Additional comparisons between the analytical and simulation results are provided in [9] . The comparative misadjustment of the two algorithms can be plotted by substituting the optimum normalized adaptation constants from Table I into the expression for and defining the ratio of the optimal output misadjustment for the LMS and RLS algorithms (48) Fig. 3 and [8, Fig. 3 ], respectively, plot the asymptotic normalized lag misadjustment parameter of the LMS and RLS algorithms normalized by the noise power ( ) as the filter length . The normalized lag misadjustment for the two algorithms is equivalent for between 0.1 and 0.7, but for between 0.9 and 0.999, the differences in performance become apparent. Note from [8, Fig. 3 ] that increases monotonically as a function of SNR, whereas from Fig. 3 , exhibits a nonmonotonic SNR response for narrowband signals with . Fig. 4 plots the ratio of the LMS misadjustment versus the RLS misadjustment for an AR1 process with 2 and 10 at various values of and , leading to the following observations. 1) As the signal bandwidth increases ( ), the ratio of the misadjustment approaches 1, i.e., in the limit where the signal and noise have the same bandwidth, both algorithms have the same performance. 2) For small SNR (approximately ), the LMS algorithm always has a lower misadjustment. As the input SNR increases, however, the RLS algorithm has less error for a wide range of signal bandwidths. In all cases, however, there is a range of signal bandwidth where LMS outperforms RLS as . Note also that the range of , where LMS outperforms RLS, becomes smaller as the SNR is increased. This property is explained by the differences in the ratios of and in (46) and (47) as a function of and . This behavior is confirmed through simulations in [9] .
3) The improvements for LMS become significant as . There is a discontinuity in the analysis for , and the results obtained for a deterministic analysis under this condition are indicated by the bars at the axis for 30, 10, 5, and 1 for the cases of and .
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The results show that the comparative tracking performance of the RLS and LMS algorithms for time-varying inputs such as the linear chirp in AWGN is highly dependent on the input signal bandwidth and signal-to-noise ratio . Although both algorithms converge to the Wiener solution for stationary inputs, their performance in a nonstationary input environment can be traced back to their update structures. In this paper, the update structures of the LMS and RLS algorithms are examined. It is shown that the update of the LMS algorithm inherently subtracts signal components from the lag misadjustment. For the chirped signal, it is shown that this produces smaller tracking error for small SNR. In the chirped AR1 signal case, the LMS always has smaller tracking error when dB. For dB, it was shown that there is a region of signal bandwidths where RLS has superior performance, but even for these high SNR inputs, LMS has superior performance for very narrowband signals (
). The range of bandwidths for which LMS out-performs RLS was shown to be a function of . It was further shown that the optimal performance for both the LMS and RLS algorithms was achieved by the use of an adaptation constant that provided a lag misadjustment of half the noise misadjustment for a stationary signal of the same properties. For adaptation constants greater than this optimal value, the output misadjustment error has a negligible component due to lag error and is dominated by the noise misadjustment term. Consequently, the performance of the adaptive filter for an adaptation constant greater than the optimum is the same for stationary and chirped inputs for both the LMS and RLS algorithms. For an adaptation constant less than the optimum, the lag misadjustment begins to dominate, and there is a significant difference in performance for the stationary and chirped inputs.
APPENDIX
In this Appendix, the quantities , are evaluated for the derivation from (33) to (35).
The following identity is used in the evaluation: For zero-mean Gaussian random vector and vector , which can be either deterministic or random but, in general, uncorrelated with Tr where , for random , for deterministic .
A. Proof

Tr Tr
Applying the above identity, the required quantities are His research interests include digital signal processing in wireless communications and performance analysis of adaptive filters.
